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In 2012, on 15th and 16th February 2012, Association P.A.V.E.L. organized events for the young patients and families from the oncologic wards from Bucharest, has participated at TV and radio interviews and sent press releases at different Newspapers. We had artists performing (puppet theatre, comics and classical music), we have offered gifts to each young patient, treats for mothers and the guests at this events. Among guests there were some adult patients and medical staff.

We also hosted a balloon event and offered postcards that states cancer is curable; because of the bad weather it could n' t be released these balloons into the air by children, but each participant has received one balloon and a postcard!! It was so impressive to see the whole amphitheatre with many, many balloons and children!

You may learn more about what we do from our sites: www.asociatiapavel.ro and http://apelurianitate.wordpress.com/

Olga Cridland, President and PAVEL team